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Greetings Hance Team!

The first 45 days flew by in the blink of an
eye. The 21-22 school year started off in
a celebratory manner starting in August
when we kicked off the year with a variety
of redistricting events to welcome our
newest students. The gallery walk event
as well as “Find your Classroom Day” were great ways to introduce our students to the building and
begin building connections. The building theme of “We’re all on the same team” has helped us propel our
RAMS way efforts forward as well as help our students learn the value of teamwork and supporting one
another in a positive, welcoming, and inclusive school community.

Over the past quarter, we have accomplished so much already. Students
experienced the first of many RAMS Way assemblies. They were also taught all of
the RAMS Way expectations within the first week of school. Students learned how to
be respectful, accountable, motivated, and safe at school in all the major areas of the
building including the classroom, cafeteria, playground, restrooms, and hallway. We
also stressed the importance of the level of volume that we use in different parts of
the building and in different social situations. Each class became RAMS Way
certified and celebrated with a confetti popper outdoors!

During our RAMS Way Assembly, we introduced the book “Swimmy” since it is our
anchor book for the 21-22 school year due to the teamwork focus. The story
describes a fish that feels different because he’s the only fish that isn’t red. He swims
faster than all the other fish and is able to escape an attack from a bigger fish. In the
story, he learns how to make new friends and help new friends. Through this
experience, Swimmy learns about his own unique attributes and his differences that
are his strengths. We are hopeful that the students are connecting to this book and
understanding how their unique traits can also help them be their strengths. In the
front of the building, we obtained a fish tank with our very own version of “Swimmy”
as a building-wide pet. Classes that earned their RAMS way certifications by
completing all the lessons at the onset of the year have the opportunity to feed the
fish. Grade levels will be adopting one of the fish during our second quarter RAMS
Way assembly as well as naming the fish. We are excited for our students to
participate and learn some real-life lessons through these experiences.

Throughout the first quarter, we also started exploring social and emotional learning
during the morning announcements. We are utilizing the book series called “A Spot of
Emotions.” We studied how to grow our happiness spots and focused on being
kind. Each month we feature special edition RAMS Way tickets to reinforce that
being kind to others matters. Additionally, we held minute meetings to see if students
are enjoying school and feeling connected to others. I have been working with our
school counselor to help grow our connections to one another to improve our school
culture.  

Outdoor lunches continued through October thanks to our parent volunteers as well
as the beautiful weather this fall -- Thank you to our volunteers!!. The students love to
eat outside and enjoy the increased ability to distance at the picnic tables. We were
also able to celebrate Halloween with a parade and costumes as well as a party
making the school year feel a bit more like the pre-COVID times.  

As we move into the second quarter of the 21-22 school year, we will continue to
focus on our building goal of strengthening implementation of RAM time and RAMS
Way. RAM time is our intervention and enrichment block where we differentiate
instruction in the areas of reading and math. No new content is taught during this time

so that students who are out of the classroom receiving specific interventions or enrichments to meet their



needs do not need to make up work or lose instructional time. Grade level teams wrote their own action
steps to meet the building goal this year. Each grade level is focusing on how they can strengthen this
instructional time to focus on learning for every student every day.

Educationally yours,
Greta Kuzilla, Ed.D.
Principal
gkuzilla@pinerichland.org
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